BUILD AMAZING STARTUPS HERE (BASH) FACTSHEET
Initiated by Infocomm Investments Pte Ltd (IIPL), BASH (Build Amazing Startups
Here) is a new facility that aims to be an epicentre for innovation and tech
startups. The new space will gather all stakeholders of the tech startup
community, from accelerators, investors, incubators to entrepreneurs, all under
one roof.
Located within Block 79 of Singapore’s start-up hotbed JTC LaunchPad @ onenorth, BASH covers more than 25,000 square feet and is the largest integrated
tech startup space in Singapore. It houses supporting facilities such as an
audio/video studio, a prototyping laboratory, and ample event space.
BASH is divided into five sections: Brewery, Hatchery, Factory, Chill and Mission
Control.


Brewery is an event area that supports community building activities that
can drive vibrancy in the start-up scene;



Hatchery is designed to support IIPL’s accelerator programmes. Multiple
programmes can run concurrently. While undergoing acceleration,
startups can develop and fine-tune their product-market fit in preparation
for fund raising;



Factory is an area meant for startups that have graduated from
accelerator programmes to continue staying with us a while longer to
further develop their products or gain market traction, while continuing to
receive guidance;



Chill, as the word suggests, is meant for our startups and ecosystem
partners to meet and mingle; and



Mission Control houses IIPL operations and core infrastructure
supporting BASH.

BASH has the capability to grow a strong pipeline of promising Singaporebased tech product startups by providing support across the entire value
chain - from ideation, acceleration, incubation to expansion. It can hold up to
80 start-up teams at one time.
Europe’s
leading
accelerator
focused
on
financial
innovation,
Startupbootcamp Fintech and local start-up Glints that helps young people in
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their career discovery and development process are the earliest occupants of
BASH.
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